Introduction General
This document provides a user's manual for Windows program "CHANLPRO," which replaces RIPRAP15 and addresses three areas pertinent to the design of channel protection-FirsG the program contains the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) ripmp design guidance for placement in the dry for channels subjected to velocity forces in low turbulent flow based on guidance found in USACE (1994). For underwater placemen~riprap thickness from CHANLPRO should be increased by 50 percent. SeCon& the program provides guidance for the design of gabion mattresses for the same flow conditions as the riprap design guidance. The gabion sizing guidance is based on Maynord (1995). Thi@ the program provides guidance for estimating scour depth in erodible channels based on guidance given in Maynord (1!396). The program does not address high turbulent environments found near hydraulic structures, which have turbulence generated by features such as hydraulic jumps. Riprap below hydraulic structures should be designed using guidance in USACE (1990). Data used to develop the methods used herein for riprap and gabion mattresses were limited to channel slopes less than or equal to 2 percent Guidance for channel slopes greater than 2 percent and for riprap subject to impinged flow can also be found in USACE (1994) . CHANLPRO uses English foot-pounds per second units because the stone industry in the United States -y operates in these units. overbank areas. When using the average channel velocity option, CHANLPRO defines values of Vflav~less than 1.0 for channels that are straight for a sufficient distance downstream of bends or other channel features that create a flow imbalauce (see Chapter 2 for details). The program uses the curve horn Figure 3 for equal bottom and side-slope roughness (n~nti = 1.0), which is taken from Maynord (1996b) .
CHANLPRO differs horn its
CHANLPRO incorporates calculation of bottom protection size in trapezoidal channels.
CHANLPRO removes unit weight limitation of S-lb' increments.
CHANLPRO allows alternate user-specified nprap gradations inwhere the riprap gradations in ETL 1110-2-120 (USACE 1971) are not used ETL gradations are also given in USACE (1994) .
CHANLPRO incorporates riprap thickness effects (l?igure 4) for alternate riprap gradations having D#31~from 1.7 to 5.2. RIPIU%P15only allowed thickness effects for ETL gradations. For riprap gradation uniformity coefficient D@l~>5.2, CHANLPRO uses the value of C, for D@l~= 5.2. Minimum riprap thickness is N=l, which is lD1a(rnax). This method is limited to N = 1, to 2 because riprap is rarely placed thicker than 2D1m
CHANLPRO uses a changed riprap output f~Multiple stable gradations are output at required thickness.
CHANLPRO has added the option to determme . gabion thickness based on Maynord (1995) , which uses the same equations as the nprap design option.
CHANLPRO has added the option of determiningg the scour depth in a ben~based on Maynord (1996a).
CHANLPRO has eliminated the rerun option and replaced it with a pointand-click Visual Basics interface.
CHANLPRO is also designed to accept input files and write output to a file.
As this program has evolved to its present fo~so has the raognition that the most uncertain aspect of riprap design is the determination of the imposed force. In this meth~the imposed force is determined using the depth-averaged velocity at the point of interest. For this reasom many of the changes and much of the 1 A table of factors for converting non-SI units of measurement to S1units is presented on page vi.
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required input are directed at helping the designer determine the local depthaveraged velocity. The stability coefficient C=defines the point at which the rock blanket begins to fail. This means minor reek movement will occur, but not enough to fail the blanke~This movement is generally restricted to the smaller particles and/or particles that are in unstable positions typical of machine-placed riprap.
Basic Equations

Riprap design equstions
Gabion design equations
The basic equation used in the gabion design portion of CHANLPRO is identical to the riprap design equation exeept that the thickness coefficient Ct is not applicable, C, is equal to 0.1 for rock in a gabion baske~and the characteristic reek size is DW C. equal to 0.1 ensures that the rock will not move around in the baske~which would result in basket deformation and possibly additional wear on the basket wire. Veloeity " estmation techniques are identical in the riprap and gabion design methods. CHANLPRO takes the computed Dn and rounds it up to the nearest 1/2 in. and then multiplies the rounded DWby 2 to determine the thickness of the gabion. Reek gradations used in the gabion mamessa should have a maximum shehinimum size of 1.5 to 2.0. Gradation uniformity for gabions is generally expressed as maximum to minimum as opposed to D sJD *5 used in riprap design. Table 1 (2) A minimum safety factor for scour depth estimation of 1.14 is recommended and Equation 2 should be limited to IUW from 1.5 to 10 and aspect ratio W/Dm fiom20 to 125. For bends having R/W less than 1.5, CHANLPRO uses SCOI.U depth for R/W = 1.5. For channels having aspect ratios less than 20, CHANLPRO uses scour depth for W/Dm = 20.
Scour depth estimation equation
Design Conditions
Channel protection should be designed for the combination of velocity and depth that gives the largest protection size. This combination is not always the design discharge. In many cases, bank-full discharge produces the combination Chapter 1 Intmdudon of velocity and depth that results in the largest protection size. Protection size in bendways is normaUy based on the maximum V= found along the bend. Bendways having stable upstream conditions could be designed with a variable protection size along the bend. This is generally not done because specification of multiple protection sizes has been found in some cases to increase construction costs.
Velocity Estimation
The primary reason for adopting a design procedure based on depth-averaged velocity is because several techniques exist for estimating velocity. Velocity is also easy to visualize and measure compared to shear stress. Any channel protection design problem has two parts. FirsG the imposed force is e$bated Second the imposed force is used to determine protection size. The most difficult and most mmxtain part of channel protection design lies in estimating the imposed fome, whether it be local depth-averaged velocity or shear stress. When protection is designed for a channel Imtto@ local depth-averaged velocity is a straightforward concept even if it may be difficult to determine. When sideslope riprap is design~local depth-averaged velocity varies greatly from toe of slope to watmline and near-bank velocity is meaningless unless the position is specified. The USACE ( 1994) method uses depth-averaged velocity at a point 20 percent upslope from the toe V= for side-slope riprap design. The 20-percent point was selected because straight channel side-slope stability tests resulted in the same stability coefficient C, as straight channel bottom stability tests with this position on the side slope and the appropriate adjustment for side-slope angle. This point is consistent with the location of maximum side-slope shear stress tiom straight channel studies.
Various tools exist to estimate depth-averaged velocity for use in riprap desi~including the following, with some of their limitations: a Numerical models: two-dimensional (2-D) depth-averaged numerical models have been shown to provide computed velocity lower than observed velocity along the outer bank in prismatic bends. Bernard (1993) has developed a correction method for 2-D depth-averaged models, and aversion is available that can be used with personal computers. This model has compared well with data from trapezoidal and natural channels.
b. Physical models: rarely available for bank protection projects due to cost If available, near-bank velocity distributions should be measured to obtain v=.
c. Empirical methods As in the procedure used herefi empirical methods must be applied only to cases similar to the data from which they were derived 
Characteristic Particle Size for Riprap Gradations
One of the most controversial changes horn the old riprap design guidance to the new has been the adoption of a characteristic particle size of Dw Stability tests conducted at a thickness of lD~Wwhich is the most commonly used thickness for bank protection showed that gradations ranging from uniform to highly nonuniform exhibited the same stability if they had the same Dw Maynord (1988) documents other investigators who found a chamctmktic sk? less than the commonly used Dw It is likely that if the tests had been conducted at another thickness such as 1.SD,@ the resulting cham@mwI . .Csize would have been dilTerent and probably larger. The use of Dn instead of Dn requires that the designer determine which of the available gradations has a D~rnin) greater than or equal to the computed Dm mther than to D* One of the results of this finding is that uniform gradations use the least volume of rock to achieve the same stability because the thickness is equal to the maximum stone size. One of the troubling aspects of these results is that an investigator of riprap subjected to channel flow has not yet been found who has been able to confirm the commonly held notion that a range of sizes gives increased stability due to better interlock The use of a single particle size to cbacteme . a gradatiom whether D~min) or Dw(min), does not reflect all the characteristics of that gradation. The following equation can be used to determine if D&nih) is representative or if D@in) should be used as the characteristic particle size:
If D@in) is significantly different fi-om DM(min), use D@in).
One factor that should be considered is the impact of gradation on flter requirements. If a granular filter is @ the lower sizes of the riprap gradation must properly interface with the upper sizes of the filter. Consequently it is difficult to use a large uniform riprap and economically interface it with a granular filter. With gedextiles, this is not a probleu but a bedding layer is sometimes used on top of the gedextile to prevent damage while placing the riprap.
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Riprap Packing
Some Corps Districts tamp or pack riprap after placement with a heavy plate or a wide-tracked dozer to achieve increased stability. This action tends to produce a more compact mass of riprap having greater interlock Limited tests (Maynord 1992) showed that tamping allowed a size reduction of 10 percent compared to normal placement techniques.
Effects of The stability
Filter Type tests used in the determination of C. = 0.3 were conducted on a filter fabric. Limited tests (Maynord 1992) showed '&t placement of nprap on a granular filter allowed a size reduction of 10 percent compared to placement on a filter fabric. This reduction is considered applicable only to the minimum blanket thickness equal to the maximum stone size (1D ,~. Greater rock thickness would tend to mhimize the impact of the filter. b. Save input data to a file or not. If "save input data to a file" is chosen, the program will ask for an input file name and will store keyboard entries for later use as an input file. If local depth-averaged velocity is input by the user, it means that the user has already determined local depth-averaged velocity VL (which could be V= if side-slope riprap is being designed) and will input the value clirectly.
Methods for determiningg VL include numerical models, physical models, prototype measurements, etc.
If "user input average channel velocity ...." is chosen, the program is selecting local depth-averaged velocity from Plate B-33 (Figures 1 and 2) . 
Input for Gabion Design
The input for gabion design is identical to riprap except that no input is required for ETL versus alternate gradations.
Input for Scour Depth Estimation
All input to the scour estimation routine are lengths w*r they are depti widti or radius. Consequently, input in f=t will be output in feet and input in meters will IX output in meters. a.
b. c.
Safety faclor. The safety factor is based on Table 1 and defines the percentage of data points that are significantly unconservative, which is defined as COIll@d D~/obsemd Dtiless than 0.95. A minimum safety factor of 1.14, which results in 5 peramt of the data being significantly unconservative, is recommended.
Centerline radius of bend As in the riprap design routine, the required radius is for flow in the main charmeL
Water-surface width. As in the riprap design routine, the required width is for flow in the main channel at the upstream end of the bend. h. Thiclmess. Thickness= N*D1~max). For example, in Figure 9 , CHA.NLPRO computes that ETL gradation "2" is stable for N = 1.35 or 1.35*D1@(max)= 16.2". ETL gradation "3" is stable if placed to N =1 or l.O*D1w(max)= 15". Thus, a smaller gradation placed to a greater thickness provides adequate (but not equal!) stability. ETL gradation "3" has a larger safety factor.
In Figure 10 for alternate gradations, adequate stability is provided by a 39.6-in. In this case, the 15 in. D~@mx) riprap would likely be the best choice urdess the smaller gradation was readily available and cheaper.
For ETL gradations only, the selected stable gradations are followed by the upper and lower limits of stone weight at the 100,50, and 15 percent lighter by weight and the Dw(min) and Dw(rnin) diameters (based on equivalent spherical diameters). Equivalent spherical diameters are then given for max and min
VdUeS of Dlm DW and Dw
Output for Gabion Design -=%
Output for the gabion routine is the minimum average filling rock diameter and the minimum mattress thickness. The computed minimum mattress thickness is often not one of the standard mattress thicknesses which are generally 6,9, 12, and 18 in. In these cases, the designer would select the next 
Output for Scour Depth Estimation
The output for the scour depth estimation is the maximum water depth in the bend not the maximum scourdepth. To determine the maximum scourdepth, subtract the existing depth in the bend fiorn the maximum depth in the bend given by the program As stated previously, whatever tits are used for Widm mdius, and mean erossing depth will be the units output for maximum water depth in the bend.
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Chapter3 Outpui
Applications
Many bank protection problems have a small portion of the channel perimeter covered with riprap and tie average channel velocity is not significantly affected by the added resistance of the riprap. In these cases, determination of required riprap or gabion thickness is a direcL one-time-through solution.
For those few channels having protection on both the invert and the side slopes, the flow depth and average channel velocity will vary with protection size because resistance varies and an iterative solution is required. A trial protection is assumeQ resistance values are determined for the trial protection and flow depth and velocity are computed with a water surface profile method. Riprap or gabion size is then determined for the computed depth and velocity. If the computed protection size is greater than the trial protection, a larger trial protection is assumed and the process is repeated until the trial protection is -r m or equal to the computed protection. For this type of iterative solution, the output of multiple stable gradations from CHANLPRO should be used with caution. The only valid stable gradationis the gradation for which the resistance values were used to compute the depth and velocity input into CHANLPRO.
In most cases, a channel protection problem requires consideration of how to apply CHANLPRO to fit the given circumstances. Consider the project where riprap was placed downstream of a concrete channel having subcritical flow and failure of the ripmp occurred immediately downstream of the end of the concrete. The lower end of the concrete channel had a bend followed by a flare of about 1:4 which was too fast an expansion for the flow to follow and separation occurred The side slopes of the concrete and riprap channels were 1V:2.5H, but the riprap failure occurred on the channel bottom An observer of a high flow reported that the flow was against the right side of the channel and that an eddy formed resulting in flow going upstream along the left one-third of the channel width at the concrete@rap interface. The average channel velocity across the entire width at the concrete/riprap interface was 8 ft/sec. It is possible that the existing riprap failed because this average velocity was used to design the riprap. The depth at the design flow was about 15 ft and the available stone has a unit weight of 165 lb/ft3. What ETL gradation would be stable for this problem? The first and biggest problem is to determine the design velocity to use in sizing the Chapter 4 Applications protection. The option "user inputs average channel velocity..." would be of no use in this problem bemuse the curves in Figures 1 and 2 are not applicable. The option "User inputs local depth averaged veloeity" will have to be used but the velocity must be determined external to the CHANLPRO program Physical or numerical models are not justified and prototype data are not available. This project requires the user to make an educated guess as to the depth-averaged veloeity to use in design. If the left third is not passing flow in a downstream direction, the effective area must be about two-thirds of the total are which means that the average velocity through the right two-thirds must be 1.5(8)= 12 Wee. If the average is 12, the maximum must be greater. Estimated maximum local depth-averaged velocity is 15 pereent greater than average channel veloeity (typical of the increase found in straight channels) and use of a depth-averaged veloeity for design= 1.15(12) = 13.8 ft/sec. Using CHANLPRO with the above parameters, a cotangent of side slope of 4 to eliminate side-slope effects, and a safety factor of 1.1(1 .25)= 1.375 to account for the smooth to rough boundary (see USACE (1994)) results in an ETL gradation of D ,W(max) = 27" placd to a thickness of 27" or a gabion mattress thickness of 9". This larger riprap would be placed a distance downstream in the riprap channel far enough for the vertical profile and the lateral velocity distribution to stabilize, about 3-5 channel widths or 5-10 channel depths, whichever is greater. 
